
 
 

                        DWARKA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL              Time – 3hrs 
                               Sect-12, Dwarka                         M:M - 80 
                           SAMPLE PAPER – CLASS IV 
                                SUBJECT – ENGLISH 
1. READ THE GIVEN PASSAGE CAREFULLY AND ANSWER THE QUESTIONS: -     (12 marks) 
 
United Nations believe that since aliens are there, they will in the near future dial Earth to make 
their presence official. So the UN has decided to be ready in case such an event happens. Its 
Office for Outer Space Affairs (OFOSA) have appointed Malaysian astrophysicist Mazalan 
Othman for this project. UN is not only organization that is trying to entice the aliens. Ares, near 
Bordeaux, France has built the country’s only UFO landing pad to try and attract aliens. A plate 
on the UFO ports reads: Reserved for voyages of the universe.” 
 
So if you ever spot some alien lurking in your neighborhood and looking lost, either direct it to 
OFOSA or e-mail, call, and fax Mr. Othman’s offices. Till help_ arrives, keep the guest busy and 
keep its mode of transport in your garage. Don’t look hassled because experts have said that 
aliens are most likely to take proper appointment first via radio or light signals before 
descending on us. But the sad part is that no matter how much we try to entice the aliens, they 
don’t seem to be game. Or maybe they are waiting for us to reach them fast. 
 
1.1 Choose the correct option and write in the given space:   ( 1 X 4=4) 

a. What does United Nations believe? 
       I. Aliens are not there 
       ii. Aliens will attack u 
       iii. Aliens will dial earth to make their presence 
       iv. Get ready your vehicle to receive aliens 
  
   b. Who is the other country along with UN who is trying to entice the aliens? 
       I. US          ii.  India         iii.  France         IV.  Germany 
 
   c. The name written on the plate of the UFO port? 
 
       i. Reserved for the voyages of the universe  
       ii. Reserved  
       iii. No vacancy  
       iv. Vehicle for voyages of the universe  
 
   d. What would you do if you spot some alien? 

  I. Attend the guest 
  ii. Fight with them  
  iii. Tell him the way to OFOSA  

        iv. Directs it to OFOSA or email, call, and fax Mr. Othman’s office  
 

1.2 Answer the following questions: -               (1x6=6)                      

a) What is the meaning of the following word “Hang about “? 

b) Who has been appointed for outer space affairs in OFOSA? 

c) What does a plate on the UFO port reads in the passage? 

d) Who are the most likely to take proper appointment via ________________? 

e) What should you do until the help arrives? 
f) What is the sad part in the end? 

 



 
 

1.3 Find the word from the passage which means the same from the passage: (1 X 2=2) 
                                                                                                              
       a. A creature that comes from another planet ____________ 
       b. To annoy someone __________________ 
 
Q2. Read the poem and answer the following questions: - 8 marks 
 
                        WRITING A VERSE  
I’m trying to write a verse, 
But it’s getting worse and worse, 
When I wrote the very first line, 
I was attacked by a porcupine! 
I wrote the second line and then, 
An alligator came and ate my pen! 
Now I’m thinking lines three and four, 
But wait! A lion is knocking at my door. 
 
2.1 Tick the correct option: -(2 marks) 
 
   a) What is the poet trying to write? 
 
      I. poem          ii. Script           iii. Story              IV. Verse  
 
   b. In the poem do you think porcupine, alligator and lion are __________ 
 
      I. drama          ii. Scripted         iii. Real              IV. Imaginary 
 
2.2 Answer the following questions  (4 marks) 
 
   a. Was the poetry writing getting better or worse by the poet? 
   b. What happened when he wrote the very first line? 
   c. What happened when he wrote the second line? 
   d. Who was at the door when the poet wrote the last line? 
 
2.3 Find the words from the poem which means the same: - ( 2 marks) 
 
   a. not as good; less well ____________ 
 
   b. to make a noise by hitting something firmly with your hand _______________ 
    
                     SECTION –B (WRITING & GRAMMER) (30 MARKS) 
Q3. Write paragraph on any one topic: -            (5 marks) 
 
  a. Summer Holidays  
  b. trees – Our Friends 
 
Q4. a. Write a leave application to the Principal of your school requesting for five days leave as 
you are suffering from viral fever.                              ( 6 marks) 
                              Or 
   b. Write a letter to your friend telling him/ her about the good times you had spent with your 
classmates in school picnic. 
 



 
 

Q5. Describe any one of the picture; - ( 5 marks) 

     
                           GRAMMAR SECTION 
 
Q6. Underline the adverbs and mention their types: - ( 2marks)                                
                              
  a. The teacher told us to read correctly. ________________ 
  b. They will reach Delhi tomorrow.    ________________ 
 
 
Q7. Join the sentences using suitable conjunctions: -( 2marks)                                
 
  a. She is friendly. She is popular.               (and) 
  b. The book is heavy. I cannot carry it in my bag.  (so) 
 
Q8. Fill in the blanks with correct preposition: -( 2marks)                                
 
  a. I will wait for you ________ the bus stops.  
  b. Never laugh ________ the poor. 
Q9. Fill in the blanks with correct form of simple present tense: -( 2marks)                                
 
  a. My mother usually __________ (get) up at six o’ clock in the morning. 
  b. My sister __________ (sing) really welI. 
   
Q10. Rewrite the following sentences in the Simple past tense form of the verb: -( 2marks)                                
 
  a. I water the garden. 
  b. Mahesh plays with his toys. 
   
 
Q11. Change the tense of the following sentences into Simple future tense form of the verb: - 
( 2marks)                                
  a. Varun plays the guitar. 
  b. I help my mother in the kitchen. 
   
Q12. Use the Future continuous form of the verb in the sentences: -( 2marks)                                
 
  a. We __________ _________ __________ on a trip to Maldives next January.   (go) 
  b. Mary _________ ________ _________ her brother to the doctor tomorrow. (take) 
   



 
 

                     SECTION –C- (LITERATURE)               (30 MARKS) 
Q13. Answer the following question with reference to question: -      (4 marks) 
      ‘And never have to wash or dress, 
       And never to be beaten!” 
       ‘Quite so,’ the fish remarked, ‘unless 
        You happen to be eaten!” 
 
a) Name the poet and poem of the above stanza. 

b) Who is the fish speaking to? 

c) What does the other person wish for? 

d) What is the disadvantage of being a fish? 

 
Q14. ‘Nobody could tell where he went. I was then a young girl.’       ( 4 marks)                                
 

a) Name the chapter of the above lines. 

a) Who is the speaker? 

b) Who is being referred to? 

c) What had happened to the person being referred to?  

 
Q15.Write the meaning of the following words: -( 4 marks)                                
 
a) Awry          b) rehearse           c) conker              d) wrath 
 
Q16.Make sentences with the following words: -( 4 marks)                                
 
a) Ladle           b) embarrassed       c) astonishment        d) fossils  
Q17.Write five short answers from the following questions: -    ( 2 X 5=10) 
 
a. What would have been your reaction in a similar situation in the chapter ‘The One That Got 

Away’? 

b. What did Dame Van Winkle want Rip to do? 

c. What lesson do you learn from the poem ‘The Mouse and The Cake ‘? 

d. What did the mouse find one day? 

e. What brought that thought into Bobbie’s mind? 

f. What did the moneylender say when Jai Singh drew his sword? 

Q18. Explain any one of the following question :- ( 4 marks)                                

If you have borrowed something from someone and if they ask you to return it, would you feel 

bad? Why? 

                                    OR 

  Dobbin hears a ’Snip – snap trot’ at a distance. What is it exactly and describe briefly. 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                 DWARKA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 

   U.T –I, CLASS IV, SECTION ______________ 
                        SUBJECT-ENGLISH                      Time: 2hrs 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: -                                        M:M :50 



 
 

1. The handwriting should be neat and clean: 
2. Marks are allotted against each questions:  

                                                                                                                                                        
SECTION –A (READING) (10)  

Q I. Read the passage and answers the questions carefully: - 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


